


FLEXSON WALL MOUNT  
FOR SONOS PLAY:1

Our wall mount for SONOS PLAY:1 offers 
advanced tilt-and-swivel functionality, plus it 
allows the speaker to be inverted - giving you 
access to its controls when mounted high up.

• Tilts 15° down. Swivels 80°  
(40° left - 40° right)

• Speaker can be inverted, giving access to 
controls even when mounted high up

• Simple fitting and easy adjustment

• Available in Matt Black or Matt White finish

• Available in singles or pairs
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DO MORE WITH  
THE SMALLEST  
SONOS SPEAKER

FLEXSON FLOOR STAND  
FOR SONOS PLAY:1

Puts the SONOS PLAY:1 speaker at ideal 
listening height. Our floor stand offers 
improved cable management and a 
sleek design.

• Holds speaker securely at 808mm high

• Cable management

• Designed and manufactured in the UK

• Quick and easy to assemble

• Available in Matt Black or Matt White finish

• Available in singles or pairs
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FLEXSON ADJUSTABLE FLOOR STAND FOR SONOS PLAY:1

Allows you to stand your speaker at the perfect height. Ideal if you’re 
using SONOS PLAY:1 speakers in a 5.1 surround sound set-up with a 
SONOS PLAYBAR, or anywhere else you just need your speaker to sit 
lower or higher than the standard Flexson Floor Stand for SONOS PLAY:1.

• Adjustable in height from 665mm to 1100mm  
(measured from base stand to the bottom of speaker) 

• Designed and manufactured in the UK

• Cable management

• Available in Matt Black or Matt White finish
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FLEXSON PREMIUM FLOOR 
STAND FOR SONOS PLAY:1

The ultimate accessory for the 
SONOS PLAY:1. A modern, 
elegant design crafted from 
solid hardwood, aluminium, 
steel and glass. Presents the 
SONOS PLAY:1 at the optimum 
listening height. 

• Two luxurious finishes:  
English Oak and Matt White or  
American Walnut and Matt Black 

• Minimal assembly

• Discreet integral cable 
management

• Interchangeable feet for  
carpet or solid floors
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FLEXSON DESK STAND  
FOR SONOS PLAY:1

A compact, clever design that angles sound 
to your ear, minimises vibration and adds a 
stylish flair. Elegantly crafted from metal 
with a chrome inlay, and available in black 
and white, it’s engineered to be a perfect 
match for the speaker. 

• Stylish speaker stand angles sound to your ears

• Optimises speaker performance by minimising 
vibration

• Sleek and compact: same footprint as speaker

• Available in Matt Black or Matt White finish

PERFECT FOR OFFICE 
DESK, KITCHEN,  
BEDROOM AND  
LIVING ROOM
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SONOS PLAY:3 
SPEAKERS CAN 
BE USED EITHER 
HORIZONTALLY  
OR VERTICALLY;  
FLEXSON IS JUST  
AS FLEXIBLE

FLEXSON WALL MOUNT  
FOR SONOS PLAY:3

This Flexson mount has a unique tilting 
mechanism, as well as the ability to swivel 
left or right, so you can perfectly angle your 
sound. It also allows 180° rotation - making 
the most of the SONOS PLAY:3’s ability to be 
used in either horizontal or vertical mode.

• Tilts down 20°, swivels 90° (45° left - 45° right) 

• Speaker can be inverted, giving access to controls 
even when mounted high up

• Designed and manufactured in the UK

• Simple fitting and easy adjustment

• Available in Matt Black or Matt White finish
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FLEXSON DESK STAND  
FOR SONOS PLAY:3

The Flexson Desk Stand for 
the SONOS PLAY:3 speaker 
is a compact, clever design 
that angles sound to your 
ear, minimises vibration and 
adds a stylish flair. Elegantly 
crafted from steel with a 
chrome inlay, it has been 
engineered to be a perfect 
match for the speaker.

• Stylish speaker stand angles 
sound to your ears

• Optimises speaker performance 
by minimising vibration

• Designed and manufactured in 
the UK

• Sleek and compact: same 
footprint as speaker

• Available in Matt Black or Matt 
White finish
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FLEXSON FLOOR STAND  
FOR SONOS PLAY:3

Bespoke floor stand for the SONOS PLAY:3 
speaker puts speaker at ideal listening height.

• Portrait or landscape positioning

• Holds speaker securely at 820mm high

• Clever cable management keeps things tidy

• Designed and manufactured in the UK

• Quick and easy to assemble.

• Available in Matt Black or Matt White finish
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FLEXSON PREMIUM FLOOR STAND  
FOR SONOS PLAY:3

The ultimate accessory for the SONOS 
PLAY:3. A modern, elegant design crafted 
from solid hardwood, aluminium, steel  
and glass. Presents the speaker  
at the optimum listening height. 

• Two luxurious finishes:  
English Oak and Matt White or  
American Walnut and Matt Black 

• Minimal assembly

• Discreet integral cable management

• Interchangeable feet for carpet or solid floors

SUPERIOR 
SUPPORT, 
HOWEVER YOU 
USE YOUR SONOS 
SPEAKERS
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FLEXSON FLOOR STAND  
FOR SONOS PLAY:5 (2ND GEN)

Designed for the new SONOS PLAY:5. 
(2nd Gen). Puts your speakers at the ideal 
listening height. Whether you’re streaming 
music to a single speaker, or using a pair of 
SONOS PLAY:5 speakers in stereo.

• Clever cable management keeps things tidy

• Constructed from aluminium and steel

• Designed and manufactured in the UK

• Simple to assemble

• Available in Matt Black or Matt White finish

FLEXSON DESK STAND  
FOR SONOS PLAY:5 (2ND GEN)

The Ideal solution if your SONOS PLAY:5 
(2nd Gen) is on a shelf, desk or cabinet. 
Allows you to angle your SONOS PLAY:5 up 
or down to the perfect listening position.

• Adjustable - angles the SONOS PLAY:5 up or 
down for perfect acoustic alignment

• Non slip anti-vibration feet

• Constructed from Aluminium and finished  
in either the black or white to match  
the SONOS PLAY:5



BETTER SUPPORT 
MEANS BETTER 
SOUND: FLEXSON 
HELPS YOU GET  
THE MOST FROM 
SONOS SPEAKERS

FLEXSON WALL MOUNT  
FOR SONOS PLAY:5 (2ND GEN) 

Bespoke wall mount bracket for the  
SONOS PLAY:5 (2nd Gen) speaker,  
with tilt and swivel functionality.

• Designed and manufactured in the UK

• Simple fitting and easy adjustment

• Available in Matt Black or Matt White finish
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SOUND THAT MOVES WITH 
YOUR TV SCREEN FOR THE 
COMPLETE EXPERIENCE

Move your TV to get the perfect view and 
the SONOS PLAYBAR moves with it for the 
perfect sound

CANTILEVER MOUNT  
FOR SONOS PLAYBAR AND TV

The ultimate way to wall mount a TV and 
a SONOS PLAYBAR. 

• Vertical and horizontal adjustment to align 
screen and SONOS PLAYBAR

• SONOS PLAYBAR appears as part of the TV 
and rotates in line with it

• Rotates up to 180° with 40” screen

• Fits screens 37”- 55”  
(all VESA mounts to 600 x 400mm )

• Maximum TV 40kgs

• Designed and manufactured in the UK
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FURTHER WALL MOUNT OPTIONS 

TV MOUNT ATTACHMENT FOR SONOS PLAYBAR

What if your TV is already fitted to a wall bracket or full 
motion (articulated) mount? Flexson has the answer: 
a SONOS PLAYBAR bracket that fixes to your existing TV 
mount. The speaker can be adjusted to align exactly to the 
front of the screen - practical and stylish.

• Attaches to your existing wall mount

• SONOS PLAYBAR integrates perfectly with the TV

• Designed and manufactured in the UK

FLAT TO WALL MOUNT FOR SONOS PLAYBAR

If full motion TV viewing is not needed (see previous page), 
the simplest option is always ‘Flat-to-wall’. Only 12mm 
deep, the Flexson Flat To Wall Mount can still be adjusted 
to align the SONOS PLAYBAR snugly under the TV and, if 
preferred, the screen can be positioned to align with the 
front of the SONOS PLAYBAR for optimum visual 
integration.

• Includes TV Mount, SONOS PLAYBAR bracket and set up jig

• Vertical and horizontal adjustment to align screen

• SONOS PLAYBAR integrates perfectly with the TV

• Fits screens 37’’ - 55’’

• Designed and manufactured in the UK
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TV STAND FOR SONOS PLAYBAR

The SONOS PLAYBAR - the perfect way to add quality Home 
Cinema to your TV, but what if there isn’t much space where your 
TV is located? Place it in front and it could be unstable sitting over 
the TV’s foot. Flexson have the answer, a stylish steel stand.  
Sit your TV on top, slide the SONOS PLAYBAR underneath and you 
have a discreet practical solution. 

• Designed specifically for the SONOS PLAYBAR

• Supports screens up to 50kgs

• Supplied fully assembled

• Designed and manufactured in the UK
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FLEXSON WALL MOUNT FOR SONOS SUB

The SONOS SUB adds bags of bass to your music, TV and movies, underpinning the 
performance of the SONOS PLAY SPEAKERS and SONOS PLAYBAR. But this ace of bass 
doesn’t have to take up floor space: with the Flexson wall mount for the SONOS SUB, you 
can lift it above carpets, skirting boards and more, all without affecting its awesome, sound. 

COLOURPLAY SKIN FOR 
SONOS SUB - WHITE

Our ColourPlay White 
Gloss skin for SONOS SUB 
lets you perfectly match 
your subwoofer with your 
speakers and décor.
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CONNECTIVITY OPTIONS FOR  
THE SONOS PLAYBAR
A range of extra connectivity options for the single optical input SONOS PLAYBAR. These 
products enable owners of a wider range of TVs and other sources to enjoy the SONOS 
PLAYBAR’s TV and music-boosting benefits.

CONVERTERS SWITCHERS 

DIGITAL COAXIAL TO 
OPTICAL CONVERTER

If your TV (or other 
source) has a digital 
coaxial output, this will 
convert it to the optical 
audio feed the SONOS 
PLAYBAR needs.

ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL 
CONVERTER

If your TV (or other 
source) only has 
analogue outputs, this 
will convert them to the 
optical audio feed the 
SONOS PLAYBAR needs. 

2-WAY DIGITAL AUDIO 
SWITCHER

Double the SONOS 
PLAYBAR inputs with this 
two-way optical audio 
switcher.

4-WAY DIGITAL AUDIO 
SWITCHER 

Easily connect up to four 
devices to a SONOS 
PLAYBAR – e.g. Blu-ray 
Player, games console, 
set-top box and TV. 
Includes remote control 
to easily switch between 
sources.
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EXTENSION CABLES FOR SONOS

FLEXSON EXTENSION POWER CABLE 
FOR SONOS PLAY:1

• Unique right-angle connector

• Two lengths available 1m (3.3ft) or 3m (10ft)

• Black and white versions available

• Designed in the UK

Increases total length of SONOS mains cable to 2.9m/9.5ft or 4.9m/16.2ft. Ideal for use 
with Flexson Floor Stands and/or Wall Mounts. Takes power through Flexson Floor Stands 
to SONOS speaker or extend the power cable of a SONOS speaker.

Original SONOS 
Mains Cable 
(1.9m/6.2ft)

FLEXSON Extension Cable  
(1m/3.3ft or 3m/10ft)

Example:

FLEXSON EXTENSION POWER CABLE 
FOR SONOS PLAY:3, PLAYBAR AND SUB

• Two lengths available 1m or 3m

• Black and white versions available

• Designed in the UK



SHORT POWER CABLES FOR SONOS
This bespoke design for the SONOS PLAY:1 helps eliminates unnecessary cable clutter.  
Perfect for kitchens, tabletops and wall mounting.
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Tabletop

Wall mount

before after

before after

FLEXSON SHORT POWER  
CABLE FOR SONOS PLAY:1

• Just 35cm (13.7”) long – regular  
SONOS power cable measures 190cm

• Black and white versions available

• UK, EU and US versions available

• Designed in the UK
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FLEXSON CEILING MOUNT  
FOR SONOS PLAY:1

Our ceiling mount for the SONOS PLAY:1 is 
ideal for bars, restaurants, shops and more. 
Available in white and in single or double 
configuration.

• Holds the SONOS PLAY:1 speaker/s 30cm below 
ceiling

• Speaker is inverted for access to controls

• Tilt 15° down, swivels 180° (90° left - 90° right)

• Cable routing to ceiling

• Can be attached to 50mm extension column

• Designed and manufactured in the UK

• Available in a Matt White finish
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SOUND  
COMMERCIAL 
SOLUTIONS  
FOR SONOS

Cable channel for 
neat cable routing

Extension column 
adaptor available 
for high ceilings

FLEXSON CEILING MOUNT  
FOR SONOS PLAY:3

The Flexson ceiling mount has a unique 
tilting mechanism, as well as the ability to 
swivel left or right, so you can perfectly 
angle your sound. It’s also ideal for bars, 
restaurants, shops as well as the home.

• Holds a single SONOS PLAY:3 speaker 30cm 
below ceiling

• Speaker can be inverted for access to controls, 

• Tilt 20°down, swivels 180° (90° left - 90° right)

• Can be positioned landscape or portrait

• Cable routing to ceiling 

• Can be attached to extension column

• Designed and manufactured in the UK

• Available in a Matt White finish
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Our brackets for the SONOS CONNECT, CONNECT 
AMP and BOOST are made from superior-quality steel 
and are all designed and manufactured in the UK. 
The unit is held securely against the wall, with 
optional cable covers on the CONNECT and CONNECT 
AMP to hide cable routing into the wall. The units can 
be installed vertically or horizontally, allowing for 
neat cable positioning. The mounts have a matt white 
powder-coat finish to match the SONOS components, 
and offer convenient access to control buttons.

SOLUTIONS FOR EVERY 
SONOS INSTALL

FLEXSON 
WALL MOUNT 
FOR SONOS 
CONNECT

• Comes with 
optional cable 
cover

FLEXSON 
WALL MOUNT 
FOR SONOS 
CONNECT AMP

• Comes with 
optional cable 
cover

FLEXSON 
WALL MOUNT 
FOR SONOS 
BOOST

FLEXSON MULTI-FIT WALL 
MOUNT FOR SONOS 
CONNECT AMP

Ideal for larger SONOS 
installations, the Flexson 
Multi-Fit Wall Mount holds 
up to four SONOS CONNECT 
AMP units.

• Easy cable management, with 
top, bottom or side cable exit 
configurations.

• Can also hold mix of SONOS 
CONNECT AMP, CONNECT and 
BOOST, plus APPLE TV 
(separate wall mount brackets 
needed for CONNECT, BOOST 
AND APPLE TV).
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FLEXSON 19” RACK SHELF FOR SONOS

Designed and built in Britain, Flexson’s 
Rack Shelf is designed specifically to hold 
SONOS components securely in a  
19” Rack with flexible options for  
cable management.

• Moulded rubber feet hold units securely

• Holds up to 6 SONOS CONNECTS or 4 SONOS 
CONNECT AMPS, or combination

• Supplied with all necessary fixings

• Black finish 

• Designed and manufactured in the UK

COLOURPLAY  
FOR SONOS CONNECT

Our ColourPlay skin allows 
you to turn the white SONOS 
CONNECT black.
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“Add a splash of colour to the basic black or white  
of the SONOS PLAY:1 and SONOS PLAY:3 speakers.  
ColourPlay makes it easy for speakers to match  
your décor or provide pop colour”

ColourPlay skins are made in Europe 
from durable vinyl, and precision-cut 
to perfectly fit each SONOS speaker. 
They’re easy to apply: simply peel 
the vinyl from the backing sheet, 
position on your SONOS PLAY speaker 
and smooth down to fix in place. 
Want to change colour? The skins peel off 
without leaving a residue. Discover more 
at flexson.com/colourplay.

LEARN TO 
COLOURPLAY IN 

MINUTES!
Watch our 

step-by-step 
ColourPlay video on 
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The record player for the music streaming generation. Sleek, simple and ready for SONOS

VinylPlay gives music fans the best-of-both-
worlds solution: an excellent record player 
that’s easy to use and can be simply integrated 
into a modern digital system. Precision made in 
the UK, this true hi-fi quality turntable looks 
and sounds great. 

Pair it with any powered speakers to make an 
instant music system, or with SONOS (directly 
into a SONOS PLAY:5 or via SONOS CONNECT) 
to stream records around your house.

“The perfect first turntable 
for the modern music fan”

This stunning  
‘floating’ design  
is precision  
engineered in the UK  
with a steel core to provide an adjustable, 
anti-vibration base for turntables and 
other hi-fi/AV components. Better sound 
with less bending is a simple install away!

• Available in gloss black and white

VINYLPLAY 
TURNTABLE SHELF
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